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words that are already populated with the social intentions of others and compels them to serve his own new intentions, to serve a second master. Therefore the intentions of the primary writer are refracted, and refracted at different angles, depending on the degree to which the refracted, heteroglot languages dealt with are socio-ideologically alien, already embodied and ready objectivized.

The orientation of the word amid the utterances and language of others, and all the specific phenomena connected with this orientation, takes on artistic significance in novel style. Diversity of voices and heteroglossia enter the novel and organize themselves within it into a structured artistic system. This constitutes the distinguishing feature of the novel as a genre.

Any stylistics capable of dealing with the distinctiveness of the novel as a genre must be sociological stylistics. The internal social dialogism of novelistic discourse requires the concrete social context of discourse to be exposed, to be revealed as the force that determines its entire stylistic structure, its "form" and its "content," determining it not from without, but from within. Indeed, social dialogue reverberates in all aspects of discourse, in those relating to "content" as well as the "formal" aspects themselves.

The development of the novel is a function of the deepening of dialogic essence, its increased scope and greater precision. Fewer and fewer neutral, hard elements ("rock-bottom truths") remain that are not drawn into dialogue. Dialogue moves into the deepest molecular and, ultimately, subatomic levels.

Of course, even the poetic word is social, but poetic forms reflect lengthier social processes, i.e., those tendencies in social life requiring centuries to unfold. The novelistic word, however, registers with extreme subtlety the tiniest shifts and oscillations in the social atmosphere; it does so, moreover, while registering itself as a whole, in all of its aspects.

When heteroglossia enters the novel it becomes subject to an artistic reworking. The social and historical voices populating language, all its words and all its forms, which provide language with its particular concrete conceptualizations, are organized into the novel into a structured stylistic system that expresses the differentiated socio-ideological position of the author amid the heteroglossia of his epoch.

The compositional forms for appropriating and organizing heteroglossia in the novel, worked out during the long course of the genre's historical development, are extremely heterogeneous in their variety of generic types. Each such compositional form is connected with particular stylistic possibilities, and demands particular forms for the artistic treatment of the heteroglot "languages" introduced into it. We will pause here only on the most basic forms that are typical for the majority of novel types.

The so-called comic novel makes available a form for appropriating and organizing heteroglossia that is both externally very novel and at the same time historically profound: its classic representatives in England were Fielding, Smollett, Sterne, Dickens, Thackeray and others, and in Germany Hippel and Jean-Paul.

In the English comic novel we find a comic-parodic re-processing of almost all the levels of literary language, both conversational and written, that were current at the time. Almost every novel we mentioned above as being a classic representative of this generic type is an encyclopedia of all strata and forms of literary language: depending on the subject being represented, the storyline parodically reproduces first the forms of parliamentary eloquence, then the eloquence of the court, or particular forms of parliamentary protocol, or court protocol, or forms used by reporters in newspaper articles, or the dry business language of the City, or the dealings of speculators, or the pedantic speech of scholars, or the high epic style, or Biblical style, or the style of the hypocritical moral sermon or finally the way one or another concrete and socially determined personality, the subject of the story, happens to speak.

This usually parodic stylization of generic, professional and other strata of language is sometimes interrupted by the direct authorial word (usually as an expression of pathos, of Sentimental or idyllic sensibility), which directly embodies (without any refracting) semantic and axiological intentions of the author. But the primary source of language usage in the comic novel is a highly specific treatment of "common language." This "common language"—usually the average norm of spoken and written language for a given social group—is taken by the author precisely as the common view, as the verbal approach to people and things normal for a given sphere of society, as the going point of view
and the going value. To one degree or another, the author distances himself from this common language, he steps back, objectifies it, forcing his own intentions to refract and diffuse themselves through the medium of this common view that become embodied in language (a view that is always superficial and frequently hypocritical).

The relationship of the author to a language conceived as a common view is not static—it is always found in a state of movement and oscillation that is more or less alive [this sometimes rhythmic oscillation]: the author exaggerates, now strongly, now weakly, one or another aspect of the “common language,” sometimes abruptly exposing its inadequacy to its object and sometimes, on the contrary, becoming one with it, maintaining an almost imperceptible distance, sometimes even directly forcing it to reverberate with his own “truth,” which occurs when the author completely merges his own voice with the common view. As a consequence of such a merger, the aspects of common language which in the given situation had been parodically exaggerated or had been treated as mere things, undergo change. The comic style demands of the author a lively to-and-fro movement in his relations to language, it demands a continual shifting of the distance between author and language, so that first some, then other aspects of language are thrown into relief. If such were not the case, the style would be monotonous or would require a greater individualization of the narrator—would, in any case, require a quite different means for introducing and organizing heteroglossia.

Against this same backdrop of the “common language,” of the impersonal, going opinion, one can also isolate in the comic novel those parodic stylizations of generic, professional and other languages we have mentioned, as well as compact masses of direct authorial discourse—pathos-filled, moral-didactic, sentimental-elegiac or idyllic. In the comic novel the direct authorial word is thus realized in direct, unqualified stylizations of poetic genres [idyllic, elegiac, etc.] or stylizations of rhetorical genres [the pathetic, the moral-didactic]. Shifts from common language to parodying of generic and other languages and shifts to the direct authorial word may be gradual, or may be on the contrary quite abrupt. Thus does the system of language work in the comic novel.

We will pause for analysis on several examples from Dickens, from his novel Little Dorrit.

The conference was held at four or five o'clock in the afternoon, when all the region of Harley Street, Cavendish Square, was resonant of carriage-wheels and double-knocks. It had reached this point when Mr. Merdle came home from his daily occupation of causing the British trade to be more and more respected in all parts of the civilized globe capable of appreciation of wholesome commercial enterprise and gigantic combinations of skill and capital. For, though nobody knew with the least precision what Mr. Merdle's business was, except that it was to coin money, these were the terms in which everybody was defined on all ceremonial occasions, and which it was the last new polite reading of the parable of the camel and the needle's eye to accept without inquiry [book 1, ch. 33]

The italicized portion represents a parodic stylization of the language of ceremonial speeches (in parliaments and at banquets). The shift into this style is prepared for by the sentence’s construction, which from the very beginning is kept within bounds by a somewhat ceremonious epic tone. Further on—and already in the language of the author [and consequently in a different style]—the parodic meaning of the ceremoniousness of Merdle’s labors becomes apparent: such a characterization turns out to be “another’s speech,” to be taken only in quotation marks [these were the terms in which everybody defined it on all ceremonial occasions”].

Thus the speech of another is introduced into the author’s discourse [the story] in concealed form, that is, without any of the normal markers usually accompanying such speech, whether direct or indirect. But this is not just another’s speech in the same language—it is another’s utterance in a language that is itself “other” to the author as well, in the archaicized language of canonical genres associated with hypocritical official celebrations.

In a day or two it was announced to all the town, that Edmund Sparkler, Esquire, son-in-law of the eminent Mr. Merdle of worldwide renown, was made one of the Lords of the Circumlocution Office; and proclamation was issued, to all true believers, that this admirable appointment was to be hailed as a graceful and gracious mark of homage, rendered by the graceful and gracious Decimus, to that commercial interest which must ever in a great commercial country—and all the rest of it, with blast of trumpet. So, bolstered by this mark of Government homage, the wonderful Bank and all the other wonderful undertakings went on and went up; and gapers came to Harley Street, Cavendish Square, only to look at the house where the golden wonder lived. [book 2, ch. 12]
Here, in the italicized portion, another's speech in another [official-ceremonial] language is openly introduced as into discourse. But it is surrounded by the hidden, diffused speech at another [in the same official-ceremonial language] that clears the way for the introduction of a form more easily perceived as another's speech and that can reverberate more fully as such. The clearing of the way comes with the word "Esquire," characterization of official speech, added to Sparkler's name, the final confirmation that this is another's speech comes with the epithet "wonderful." This epithet does not of course belong to the author, but to that same "general opinion" that had created the combination around Merdle's inflated enterprises.

(3) It was a dinner to provoke an appetite, though he had not had one. The rarest dishes, sumptuously cooked and sumptuously served, the choicest fruits, the most exquisite wines, marvels of workmanship in gold and silver, china and glass, innumerable things delicious to the senses of taste, smell, and sight, were insinuated into its composition. O, what a wonderful man this Merdle, what a great man, what a master man, how blessedly and enviably endowed—in one word, what a rich man! [book 2, ch. 12]

The beginning is a parodic stylization of high epic style. What follows is an enthusiastic glorification of Merdle, a chorus of his admirers in the form of the concealed speech of another [the italicized portion]. The whole point here is to expose the real basis for such glorification, which is to unmask the chorus' hypocrisy. "wonderful," "great," "master," "endowed" can all be replaced by the single word "rich." This act of authorial unmasking, which is openly accomplished within the boundaries of a single simple sentence, merges with the unmasking of another's speech. The ceremonial emphasis on glorification is complicated by a second emphasis that is indignant, ironic, and this is the one that ultimately predominates in the final unmasking words of the sentence.

We have before us a typical double-accented, double-styled hybrid construction.

What we are calling a hybrid construction is an utterance that belongs, by its grammatical [syntactic] and compositional markers, to a single speaker, but that actually contains mixed within it two utterances, two speech manners, two styles, two "languages," two semantic and axiological belief systems. We repeat.

There is no formal—compositional and syntactic—boundary between these utterances, styles, languages, belief systems; the discussion of voices and languages takes place within the limits of a single syntactic whole, often within the limits of a simple sentence. It frequently happens that even one and the same word will belong simultaneously to two languages, two belief systems that intersect in a hybrid construction—and, consequently, the word has two contradictory meanings, two accents [examples below]. As we shall see, hybrid constructions are of enormous significance in novel style. 16

But Mr. Tite Barnacle was a buttoned-up man, and consequently a very plump one. [book 2, ch. 12]

The above sentence is an example of pseudo-objective motivation, one of the forms for concealing another's speech—in this example, the speech of "current opinion." If judged by the formal markers above, the logic motivating the sentence seems to belong to the author, i.e., he is formally at one with it; but in actual fact, the motivation lies within the subjective belief system of the character, or of general opinion.

Pseudo-objective motivation is generally characteristic of novel style, since it is one of the manifold forms for concealing another's speech in hybrid constructions. Subordinate conjunctions and link words ["thus," "because," "for the reason that," "in spite of," and so forth], as well as words used to maintain a logical sentence ["therefore," "consequently," etc.] lose their direct authorial intention, take on the flavor of someone else's language, become refracted or even completely reified.

Such motivation is especially characteristic of comic style, in which someone else's speech is dominant [the speech of concrete persons, or, more often, a collective voice]. 17

As a vast fire will fill the air to a great distance with its roar, so the sacred flame which the mighty Barnacles had fanned caused the air to resound more and more with the name of Merdle. It was deposited on every lip, and carried into every ear. There never was, there never had been, there never again should be, such a man as Mr. Merdle. Nobody,

16. For more detail on hybrid constructions and their significance, see ch. 2 of the present essay.

17. Such a device is unthinkable in the epic.

18. Cf. the grotesque pseudo-objective motivations in Gogol.
as aforesaid, knew what he had done, but everybody knew him as the greatest that had appeared. [book 2, ch. 13]

Here we have an epic, "Homerian" introduction (parodic course) into whose frame the crowd's glorification of Merdle has been inserted (concealed speech of another in another's language). We then get direct authorial discourse; however, the author gives an objective tone to this "aside" by suggesting that everybody knew" the italicized portion. It is as if even the author himself did not doubt the fact.

[6] That illustrious man and great national ornament, Mr. Merdle, continued his shining course. It began to be widely understood that no one had done society the admirable service of making so much money out of it, could not be held to remain a commoner. A peculiarity was spoken of with confidence; a peerage was frequently mentioned. [book 2, ch. 24]

We have here the same fictive solidarity with the hypocritically ceremonial general opinion of Merdle. All the epithets referring to Merdle in the first sentences derive from general opinion, that is, they are the concealed speech of another. The second sentence—"it began to be widely understood," etc.—is kept within the bounds of an emphatically objective style, representing no subjective opinion but the admission of an objective and completely indisputable fact. The epithet "who had done society the admirable service" is completely repeated its official glorification, but the subordinate clause attached to that glorification ("of making so much money out of it") are the words of the author himself [as if put in parentheses in the quotation]. The main sentence then picks up again at the level of common opinion. We have here a typical hybrid construction, where the subordinate clause is in direct authorial speech and the main clause in someone else's speech. The main and subordinate clauses are constructed in different semantic and axiological conceptual systems.

The whole of this portion of the novel's action, which centers around Merdle and the persons associated with him, is depicted in the language (or more accurately, the languages) of hypocritically ceremonial common opinion about Merdle, and at the same time there is a parodic stylization of that everyday language of banal society gossip, or of the ceremonial language of official pronouncements and banquets, or the high epic style of"
would have been impossible actually to insert such marks, as we have seen, one and the same word often figures both as the speech of the author and as the speech of another—and at the same time.

Another's speech—whether as storytelling, as mimicking the display of a thing in light of a particular point of view, as a speech deployed first in compact masses, then loosely scattered as a speech that is in most cases impersonal (“common opinion, professional and generic languages”)—is at none of these points clearly separated from authorial speech: the boundaries are deliberately flexible and ambiguous, often passing through a single syntactic whole, often through a simple sentence, and sometimes even dividing up the main parts of a sentence. This varied play with the boundaries of speech types, languages and belief systems is one most fundamental aspects of comic style.

Comic style (of the English sort) is based, therefore, on the stratification of common language and on the possibilities available for isolating from these strata, to one degree or another, one's own intentions, without ever completely merging with them. It is precisely the diversity of speech, and not the unity of a normative shared language, that is the ground of style. It is true that such speech diversity does not exceed the boundaries of literary language conceived as a linguistic whole (that is, language defined by abstract linguistic markers), does not pass into an authentic heteroglossia and is based on an abstract notion of language as unitary (that is, it does not require knowledge of various dialects or languages). However a mere concern for language is but the abstract side of the concrete and active (i.e., dialogically engaged) understanding of the living heteroglossia that has been introduced into the novel and artistically organized within it.

In Dickens' predecessors, Fielding, Smollett and Sterne, the men who founded the English comic novel, we find the same parodic stylization of various levels and genres of literary language but the distance between these levels and genres is greater than it is in Dickens and the exaggeration is stronger (especially in Sterne). The parodic and objectivized incorporation into the work of various types of literary language (especially in Sterne) penetrates the deepest levels of literary and ideological thought, itself, resulting in a parody of the logical and expressive structures of any ideological discourse as such [scholarly, moral and rhetorical, poetic] that is almost as radical as the parody we find in Rabelais.
not as much in direct utterances as in stylistic practice—his enormous influence on all consequent novel prose and in particular of the great representative forms of the comic novel, with which we bring forward the purely Rabelaisian formulation of Sterne’s Yorick, which might serve as an epigraph to the history of the most important stylistic lines of development in the European novel:

For aught I know there might be some mixture of unlucky wit and bottom of such fracs:—For, to speak the truth, Yorick had an invincible dislike and opposition in his nature to gravity,—not to gravity as such, for where gravity was wanted, he would be the most grave or serious mortal men for days and weeks together,—but he was an enemy to the affection of it, and declared open war against it, only as it appeared a cloak for ignorance, or for folly, and then, whenever it fell his way, however sheltered and protected, he seldom gave it much quarter.

Sometimes, in his wild way of talking, he would say, That gravity was an errant scoundrel, and he would add,—of the most dangerous kind, too,—because a sly one; and that, he verily believed, more honest, wiser, and meaning people were bubbled out of their goods and money by it in one twelve-month, than by pocket-picking and shoplifting in seven. Indeed, naked temper which a merry heart discovered, he would say, There was no danger,—but to itself:—whereas the very essence of gravity was design, and consequently deceit:—‘twas a taught trick to gain credit in the world for more sense and knowledge than a man was worth; and thus, with all its pretensions,—it was no better, but often worse, than what the French wit had long ago defined it,—viz. A mysterious carriage of the body to cover the defects of the mind,—which definition of gravity, Yorick, with great imprudence, would say, deserved to be written in letters of gold. [Bakhtin does not locate citation; it is from Tristram Shandy, vol. 1, ch. 11, tr.]

Close to Rabelais, but in certain respects even exceeding him, in the decisive influence he had on all of novelistic prose, is Cervantes. The English comic novel is permeated through and through with the spirit of Cervantes. It is no accident that the same Yorick, on his deathbed, quotes the words of Sancho Panza:

While the attitude toward language and toward its stratification (generic, professional and otherwise) among the German comic writers, in Hippel and especially in Jean Paul, is basically of the Sternean type, it is raised—as it is in Sterne himself—to the level of a purely philosophical problem, the very possibility of literary and ideological speech as such. The philosophical and ideologi-
greedy, limited, narrowly rationalistic, inadequate to reality. In most cases these languages—are already fully formed, officially recog-
nized, reigning languages that are authoritative and reactionary—are [in real life] doomed to death and displacement. They are the predominant languages in the novel, and the novel is a kind of parodic stylization of incorporated languages, a stylization that is most radical, most Rabelaisian representatives of the novel-type [Sterne and Jean Paul], verges on a rejection of straightforward and unmediated seriousness [true seriousness, the destruction of all false seriousness, not only in its passive-charged expression but in its Sentimental one as well];[21] that is, it limits itself to a principled criticism of the word as such.

There is a fundamental difference between this comic form for incorporating and organizing heteroglossia in the novel and other forms that are defined by their use of a personified and concretely posited author [written speech] or teller [oral speech].

Play with a posited author is also characteristic of the comic novel [Sterne, Hippel, Jean-Paul], a heritage from Don Quixote. But in these examples such play is purely a compositional device which strengthens the general trend toward relativity, objectifica-
tion and the parodying of literary forms and genres.

The posited author and teller assume a completely different signif-
nance where they are incorporated as carriers of a particular verbal-ideological linguistic belief system, with a particular point of view on the world and its events, with particular value judgments and intonations—“particular” both as regards the author’s real direct discourse, and also as regards “normal” literary narra-
tive and language.

This particularity, this distancing of the posited author or teller, from the real author and from conventional literary expectations, may occur in differing degrees and may vary in its nature. In every case a particular belief system belonging to someone else, a particular point of view on the world belonging to someone else, is used by the author because it is highly productive, that is, it is possible on the one hand to show the object of representation in a new light [to reveal new sides or dimensions in it] and on the other hand to illuminate in a new way the “expected” literary horizon, that horizon against which the particularities of the teller’s tale are perceivable.

For example: Belkin was chosen [or better, created] by Pushkin because of his particular “unpoetic” point of view on objects and plots that are traditionally poetic [the highly characteristic and calculated use of the Romeo and Juliet plot in “Mistress into Maid” or the romantic “Dances of Death” in “The Coffinmaker”]. Belkin, who is on the same level with those narrators-at-third-
removing out of whose mouths he has taken his stories, is a “prosaic” man, a man without a drop of poetic pathos. The successful “prosaic” resolutions of the plots and the very means of the pro-

cecery’s telling destroy any expectation of traditional poetic ef-


effects. The fruitfulness of the prosaic quality in Belkin’s point of view consists in just this failure to understand poetic pathos.

Maxim Maxymych in A Hero of Our Time, Rudy Panko, the

orators of “Nose” and “Overcoat,” Dostoevsky’s chroniclers, the

kloric narrators and storytellers who are themselves characters in Melnikov-Pechersky and Mamin-Sibiryak, the folkloric and down-to-earth storytellers in Leskov, the character-narrators in Symbolist literature and finally the narrators in Symbolist prose (in Remizov, Zamyatín and others)—with all their widely differing forms of narration [oral and written], with all their differing narrative languages [literary, professional, social-and-special-interest-group language, everyday, slang, dialects and others]—everywhere, they recommend themselves as specific and limited verbal ideological points of view, belief systems, opposed to the literary expectations and points of view that constitute the background needed to perceive them; but these narrators are productive precisely because of this very limitedness and specificity.

The speech of such narrators is always another’s speech [as regards the real or potential direct discourse of the author] and in another’s language (i.e., insofar as it is a particular variant of the literary language that clashes with the language of the narrator).

Thus we have in this case “nondirect speaking”—not in lan-
guage but through language, through the linguistic medium of another—and consequently through a refraction of authorial inten-
tions.

The author manifests himself and his point of view not only in his effect on the narrator, on his speech and his language (which
are to one or another extent objectivized, objects of display in a variety of literary and language systems; such forms open up the
also in his effect on the subject of the story—as a point of view differ from the point of view of the narrator. Behind the possibility of never having to define oneself in language, the post
that differs from the point of view of the narrator. Behind the possibility of translating one's own intentions from one linguistic
ator's story we read a second story, the author's story; he is telling a story to another, of fusing “the language of truth” with “the
rator himself, with his own discourse, enters into this au-
and the other, the level of the author, who speaks (albeit in a
fracted way) by means of this story and through this story. The
narrator himself, with his own discourse, enters into this au-
thorial belief system along with what is actually being told. We
puzzle out the author's emphases that overlie the subject of the
story, while we puzzle out the story itself and the figure of the
narrator as he is revealed in the process of telling his tale. If
fails to sense this second level, the intentions and accents of the
author himself, then one has failed to understand the work.

As we have said above, the narrator's story or the story of the
posed author is structured against the background of normal
rary language, the expected literary horizon. Every moment
story has a conscious relationship with this normal language
and its belief system, is in fact set against them, and set against
them dialogically: one point of view opposed to another, one
evaluation opposed to another, one accent opposed to another
(i.e., they are not contrasted as two abstractly linguistic phe-
nomena). This interaction, this dialogic tension between two lan-
guages and two belief systems, permits authorial intentions to be
realized in such a way that we can acutely sense their presence at
every point in the work. The author is not to be found in the lan-
guage of the narrator, not in the normal literary language to
which the story opposes itself (although a given story may be
closer to a given language)—but rather, the author utilizes
one language, now another, in order to avoid giving himself
wholly to either of them; he makes use of this verbal give-and-
take, this dialogue of languages at every point in his work, in
order that he himself might remain as it were neutral with regard
to language, a third party in a quarrel between two people [al-
though he might be a biased third party].

All forms involving a narrator or a posited author signify to one
degree or another by their presence the author's freedom from a
unitary and singular language, a freedom connected with the rel
characters introduce into it; they are infected by mutually contradictory intentions and stratifications; words, sayings, expressions, definitions and epithets are scattered throughout it infected with others' intentions with which the author is to some extent at odds, and through which his own personal intentions are refracted. We sense acutely the various distances between the author and various aspects of his language, which smack of the social universes and belief systems of others. We acutely sense various aspects of his language varying degrees of the presence of the author and of his most recent semantic instantiations.

In Turgenev, heteroglossia and language stratification serve as the most fundamental factors of style, and orchestrate an author's consciousness, his consciousness as a writer of prose, is thereby relativized.

In Turgenev, social heteroglossia enters the novel primarily in the direct speeches of his characters, in dialogues. But this heteroglossia, as we have said, is also diffused throughout the authorial speech that surrounds the characters, creating highly particularized character zones [zony geroe]. These zones are formed from the fragments of character speech [polurec], from various forms for hidden transmission of someone else's word, from scattered words and sayings belonging to someone else's speech, from those invasions into authorial speech of others' expressive indicators [elipses, questions, exclamations]. Such a character zone is the field of action for a character's voice, encroaching in one way or another upon the author's voice.

However—we repeat—in Turgenev, the novelistic orchestration of the theme is concentrated in direct dialogues; the characters do not create around themselves their own extensive densely stylistic saturated zones, and in Turgenev fully developed, complex stylistic hybrids are relatively rare.

We pause here on several examples of diffuse heteroglossia in Turgenev.

Here the new expressions, characteristic of the era and in the style of the liberals, are put in quotation marks or otherwise qualified.

He was secretly beginning to feel irritated. Bazarov's complete indifference exasperated his aristocratic nature. This son of a medico was not only self-assured: he actually returned abrupt and reluctant answers, and there was a churlish, almost insolent note in his voice. [Fathers and Sons, ch. 4]

The third sentence of this paragraph, while being a part of the author's speech if judged by its formal syntactic markers, is at the same time in its choice of expressions ("this son of a medico") and in its emotional and expressive structure the hidden speech of someone else [Pavel Petrovich].

Pavel Petrovich sat down at the table. He was wearing an elegant suit cut in the English fashion, and a gay little fez graced his head. The fez and the carelessly knotted cravat carried a suggestion of the more free life in the country, but the stiff collar of his shirt—not white, it is true, but striped as is correct for morning wear—stood up as inexorably as ever against his well-shaven chin. [Fathers and Sons, ch. 5]

This ironic characterization of Pavel Petrovich's morning attire is consistent with the tone of a gentleman, precisely in the style of Pavel Petrovich. The statement "as is correct for morning wear" is not, of course, a simple authorial statement, but rather the norm of Pavel Petrovich's gentlemanly circle, conveyed ironically. One might with some justice put it in quotation marks. This is an example of a pseudo-objective underpinning.

Matvei Ilyich's suavity of demeanour was equalled only by his stately manner. He had a gracious word for everyone—with an added shade of disgust in some cases and deference in others; he was gallant, "un vrai chevalier français," to all the ladies, and was continually bursting into hearty resounding laughter, in which no one else took part, as befits a high official. [Fathers and Sons, ch. 14]

Here we have an analogous case of an ironic characterization given from the point of view of the high official himself. Such is the nature of this form of pseudo-objective underpinning: "as befits a high official."

The following morning Nezhdanov betook himself to Sipyagin's town residence, and there, in a magnificent study, filled with furniture of a severe style, in full harmony with the dignity of a liberal politician and modern gentleman... [Virgin Soil, ch. 4]

This is an analogous pseudo-objective construction.

(6) Semyon Petrovich was in the ministry of the Court, he had the rank of a kameryunkler. He was prevented by his patriotism from fulfilling the diplomatic service, for which he seemed destined by every thing, his education, his knowledge of the world, his popularity with women, and his very appearance. . . . [Virgin Soil, ch. 5]

The motivation for refusing a diplomatic career is pseudo-objective. The entire characterization is consistent in tone and given from the point of view of Kollowytshev himself, fused with his direct speech, being—at least judging by its syntactic markers—a subordinate clause attached to authorial speech (“for which he seemed destined by everything . . . mais quitter la Russie and so forth”).

(7) Kalloymytsev had come to S—— Province on a two months’ leave to look after his property, that is to say, “to scare some and squeeze others.” Of course, there’s no doing anything without that. [Virgin Soil, ch. 5]

The conclusion of the paragraph is a characteristic example of a pseudo-objective statement. Precisely in order to give it the appearance of an objective authorial judgment, it is not put in quotation marks, as are the preceding words of Kalloymytsev himself; it is incorporated into authorial speech and deliberately placed directly after Kalloymytsev’s own words.

(8) But Kalloymytsev deliberately stuck his round eyeglass between his nose and his eyebrow, and stared at the [snit of a] student who dared not share his “apprehensions.” [Virgin Soil, ch. 7]

This is a typical hybrid construction. Not only the subordinate clause but also the direct object (“the [snit of a] student”) of the main authorial sentence is rendered in Kalloymytsev’s tone. The choice of words (“snit of a student,” “dared not share”) are determined by Kalloymytsev’s irritated intonation, and at the same time, in the context of authorial speech, these words are permeated with the ironic intonation of the author, therefore the construction has two accents [the author’s ironic transmission, and mimicking of the irritation of the character].


Finally, we adduce examples of an intrusion of the emotional aspects of someone else’s speech into the syntactic system of authorial speech [ellipsis, questions, exclamations].

Strange was the state of his mind. In the last two days so many new sensations, new faces. . . . For the first time in his life he had come close to a girl, whom, in all probability, he loved, he was present at the beginning of the thing to which, in all probability, all his energies were consecrated. . . . Well? was he rejoicing? No. Was he wavering, confused? Oh, certainly not. Was he at least, feeling that tension of his whole being, that impulse forward into the front ranks of the battle, to be expected as the struggle grew near? No again. Did he believe, then, in this cause? Did he believe in his own love? “Oh, that damned artistic temperament! sceptic!” his lips murmured audibly. Why this weariness, this disinclination to speak even, without shrieks, crying and raving? What inner voice did he want to stifle with those ravings? [Virgin Soil, ch. 18]

Here we have, in essence, a form of a character’s quasi-direct discourse [nesobstvenno-prijamaja reč’]. Judging by its syntactic markers, it is authorial speech, but its entire emotional structure belongs to Nezhdanov. This is his inner speech, but transmitted in a way regulated by the author, with provocative questions from the author and with ironically debunking reservations (“in all probability”), although Nezhdanov’s emotional overtones are preserved.

Such a form for transmitting inner speech is common in Turgenev [and is generally one of the most widespread forms for transmitting inner speech in the novel]. This form introduces order and stylistic symmetry into the disorderly and impetuous flow of a character’s internal speech (a disorder and impetuosity which would otherwise have to be re-processed into direct speech) and, moreover, through its syntactic (third-person) and basic stylistic markers (lexicological and other), such a form permits another’s inner speech to merge, in an organic and structured way, with a context belonging to the author. But at the same time it is precisely this form that permits us to preserve the expressive structure of the character’s inner speech, its inability to exhaust itself in words, its flexibility, which would be absolutely impossible within the dry and logical form of indirect discourse [kosvennaja reč’]. Precisely these features make this form the most convenient for transmitting the inner speech of characters. It is of course a hybrid form, for the author’s voice may be present in
varying degrees of activity and may introduce into the transmission of speech a second accent of its own (ironic, irritated and so forth). Any genres that have not at some point been incorporated into a novel by someone. Such incorporated genres usually pre-boundaries between authorial speech and the speech of others within the novel their own structural integrity and independence, as well as their own linguistic and stylistic peculiarities.

There exists in addition a special group of genres that play an especially significant role in structuring novels, sometimes by themselves even directly determining the structure of a novel as a whole—thus creating novel-types named after such genres. Examples of such genres would be the confession, the diary, travel notes, biography, the personal letter and several others. All these genres may not only enter the novel as one of its essential structural components, but may also determine the form of the novel as a whole (the novel-confession, the novel-diary, the novel-in-letters, etc.). Each of these genres possesses its own verbal and semantic forms for assimilating various aspects of reality. The novel, indeed, utilizes these genres precisely because of their capacity, as well-worked-out forms, to assimilate reality in words.

So great is the role played by these genres that are incorporated into novels that it might seem as if the novel is denied any primary means for verbally appropriating reality, that it has no approach of its own, and therefore requires the help of other genres to re-process reality; the novel itself has the appearance of being merely a secondary syncretic unification of other seemingly primary verbal genres.

All these genres, as they enter the novel, bring into it their own languages, and therefore stratify the linguistic unity of the novel and further intensify its speech diversity in fresh ways. It often happens that the language of a nonartistic genre (say, the epistolary), when introduced into the novel, takes on a significance that creates a chapter not only in the history of the novel, but in the history of literary language as well.

The languages thus introduced into a novel may be either directly intentional or treated completely as objects, that is, deprived of any authorial intentions—not as a word that has been spoken, but as a word to be displayed, like a thing. But more often than not, these languages do refract, to one degree or another, authorial intentions—although separate aspects of them may in various ways not coincide with the semantic operation of the work that immediately precedes their appearance.

Thus poetic genres of verse (the lyrical genres, for example) when introduced into the novel may have the direct intention-
ality, the full semantic charge, of poetry. Such, for example, is given us on a lighthearted, parodic plane, although one can still the verses Goethe introduced into Wilhelm Meister. In such a way did the Romantics incorporate their own verses into their own prose—and, as is well known, the Romantics considered the presence of verses in the novel [verses taken as directly intentional expressions of the author] one of its constitutive features. In other examples, incorporated verses refract authorial intentions, for example, Lensky's poem in Evgenij Onegin, "Where, o where have you gone..." Although the verses from Wilhelm Meister may be directly attributed to Goethe (which is actually done), the "Where, o where have you gone..." can in no way be attributed to Pushkin, or if so, only as a poem belonging to a special genre comprising "parodic stylizations" [where we must also locate Grinev's poem in The Captain's Daughter]. Finally, poems incorporated into a novel can also be completely objectified, as an for example, Captain Lebyadkin's verses in Dostoevsky's The Possessed.

A similar situation is the novel's incorporation of every possible kind of maxim and aphorism; they too may oscillate between the purely objective (the "word on display") and the directly intentional, that is, the fully conceptualized philosophical discourse of the author himself [unconditional discourse spoken with no qualifications or distancing]. Thus we find, in the novels of Jean- Paul—which are so rich in aphorisms—a broad scale of gradations between the various aphorisms, from purely objective to directly intentional, with the author's intentions refracted in varying degrees in each case.

In Evgenij Onegin aphorisms and maxims are present either on the plane of parody or of irony—that is, authorial intentions in these dicta are to a greater or lesser extent refracted. For example, the maxim

He who has lived and thought can never
Look on mankind without disdain;
He who has felt is haunted ever
By days that will not come again;
No more for him enchantments semblance,
On him the serpent of remembrance
Feeds, and remorse corrodes his heart.

---
e. Citations from Eugene Onegin are from the Walter Arndt translation (New York: Dutton, 1963), slightly modified to correspond with Bakhtin's remarks about particulars.
language that defines such a relativized consciousness. This relativizing of linguistic consciousness in no way requires a corresponding relativizing in the semantic intentions themselves, even within a prose linguistic consciousness, intentions themselves can be unconditional. But because the idea of a singular language (a sacrosanct, unconditional language) is foreign to prose, prosaic consciousness must orchestrate its own—ever though unconditional—semantic intentions. Prose consciousness feels cramped when it is confined to only one out of a multitude of heteroglot languages, for one linguistic timbre is inadequate to it.

We have touched upon only those major forms typical of the most important variants of the European novel, but in themselves they do not, of course, exhaust all the possible means for incorporating and organizing heteroglossia in the novel. A combination of all these forms in separate given novels, and consequently in various generic types generated by these novels, is also possible. Of such a sort is the classic and purest model of the novel as genre—Cervantes’ Don Quixote, which realizes in itself, in extraordinary depth and breadth, all the artistic possibilities of heteroglot and internally dialogized novelistic discourse.

Heteroglossia, once incorporated into the novel (whatever the forms for its incorporation), is another’s speech in another’s language, serving to express authorial intentions but in a refracted way. Such speech constitutes a special type of double-voiced discourse. It serves two speakers at the same time and expresses simultaneously two different intentions: the direct intention of the character who is speaking, and the refracted intention of the author. In such discourse there are two voices, two meanings and two expressions. And all the while these two voices are dialectically interleaved, they—as it were—know about each other (just as two exchanges in a dialogue know of each other and are structured in this mutual knowledge of each other); it is as if they actually hold a conversation with each other. Double-voiced discourse is always internally dialogized. Examples of this would be comic, ironic or parodic discourse, the refracting discourse of the narrator, refracting discourse in the language of a character and finally the discourse of a whole incorporated genre—all these discourses are double-voiced and internally dialogized. A potential dialogue is embedded in them, one as yet unfolded, a concentrated dialogue of two voices, two world views, two languages.

Double-voiced, internally dialogized discourse is also possible, a discourse, in a language system that is hermetic, pure and unitary, system alien to the linguistic relativism of prose consciousness; it follows that such discourse is also possible in the purely poetic genres. But in those systems there is no soil to nourish the development of such discourse in the slightest meaningful or essential way. Double-voiced discourse is very widespread in rhetorical genres, but even there—remaining as it does within the boundaries of a single language system—it is not fertilized by a deep-rooted connection with the forces of historical becoming that serve to stratify language, and therefore rhetorical genres are at best merely a distanced echo of this becoming, narrowed down to an individual polemic.

Such poetic and rhetorical double-voicedness, cut off from any process of linguistic stratification, may be adequately unfolded into an individual dialogue, into individual argument and conversation between two persons, even while the exchanges in the dialogue are immanent to a single unitary language: they may not be in agreement, they may even be opposed, but they are diverse neither in their speech nor in their language. Such double-voicing, remaining within the boundaries of a single hermetic and unitary language system, without any underlying fundamentally socio-linguistic orchestration, may be only a stylistically secondary accompaniment to the dialogue and forms of polemic. The internal bifurcation (double-voicing) of discourse, sufficient to a single and unitary language and to a consistently monologic style, can never be a fundamental form of discourse: it is merely a game, a tempest in a teapot.

The double-voicedness one finds in prose is of another sort altogether. There—on the rich soil of novelistic prose—double-voicedness draws its energy, its dialogized ambiguity, not from individual dissonances, misunderstandings or contradictions (however tragic, however firmly grounded in individual destinies), in the novel, this double-voicedness sinks its roots deep into a function.
damental, socio-linguistic speech diversity and multi-language
ness. True, even in the novel heteroglossia is by and large always
personified, incarnated in individual human figures, with their
agreements and oppositions individualized. But such oppositions
of individual wills and minds are submerged in social hetero-
glossia, they are reconceptualized through it. Oppositions between
individuals are only surface upheavals of the untamed ele-
ments in social heteroglossia, surface manifestations of those ele-
ments that play on such individual oppositions, make them contra-
tory, saturate their consciousness and discourses with a more funda-
mental speech diversity.

Therefore the internal dialogism of double-voiced prose discou
ce can never be exhausted thematically (just as the metapo-
ephoric energy of language can never be exhausted thematically).
It can never be developed into the motivation or subject for
manifest dialogue, such as might fully embody, with no residue
the internally dialogic potential embedded in linguistic hetero-
glossia. The internal dialogism of authentic prose discourse,
which grows organically out of a stratified and heteroglot lan-
guage, cannot fundamentally be dramatized or dramatically res-
solved (brought to an authentic end); it cannot ultimately be
fitted into the frame of any manifest dialogue, into the frame of
mere conversation between persons; it is not ultimately divisible
into verbal exchanges possessing precisely marked boundaries.
This double-voicedness in prose is prefigured in language itself
(in authentic metaphors, as well as in myth), in language as a so-
cial phenomenon that is becoming in history, socially stratified
and weathered in this process of becoming.

The relativizing of linguistic consciousness, its crucial parti-
ticipation in the social multi- and vari-language of evolving
languages, the various wanderings of semantic and expressive in-
tentions and the trajectory of this consciousness through various
languages [languages that are all equally well conceptualized and
equally objective], the inevitable necessity for such a conscious-
ness to speak indirectly, conditionally, in a refracted way—these
are all indispensable prerequisites for an authentic double-voiced
prose discourse. This double-voicedness makes its presence felt
by the novelist in the living heteroglossia of language, and in the

24. The more consistent and unitary the language, the more acute, dra-
matic and “finished” such exchanges generally are.

25. In his well-known works on the theory and technique of the novel,
Spielhagen focuses on precisely such unnovelistic novels, and ignores pre-
 cisely the kind of potential specific to the novel as a genre. As a theoretician
Spielhagen was deaf to heteroglot language and to that which it specifically
generates: double-voiced discourse.
into the two exchanges of a dialogue, that is, two meanings preceded out between two separate voices. For this reason the dual meaning (or multiple meaning) of the symbol never brings in wake dual accents. On the contrary, one voice, a single-accented system, is fully sufficient to express poetic ambiguity. It is possible to interpret the interrelationships of different meanings in a symbol logically (as the relationship of a part or an individual to the whole, as for example a proper noun that has become a symbol, or the relationship of the concrete to the abstract and so on). One may grasp this relationship philosophically and ontologically as a special kind of representational relationship, or as a relationship between essence and appearance and so forth, or one may shift into the foreground the emotional and evaluative dimensions of such relationship—but all these types of relationships between various meanings do not and cannot go beyond the boundaries of the relationship between a word and its object, or the boundaries of various aspects of the object. The entire event is played out between the word and its object; all of the play of the poetic symbol is in that space. A symbol cannot presuppose any fundamental relationship to another's word, to another's voice. The polysemy of the poetic symbol presupposes the unity of a voice with which it is identical, and it presupposes that such a voice is completely alone within its own discourse. As soon as another's voice, another's accent, the possibility of another's point of view breaks through this play of the symbol, the poetic plane is destroyed and the symbol is translated onto the plane of prose.

To understand the difference between ambiguity in poetry and double-voicedness in prose, it is sufficient to take any symbol and give it an ironic accent (in a correspondingly appropriate context, of course), that is, to introduce into it one's own voice, to refract within it one's own fresh intention. In this process the poetic symbol—while remaining, of course, a symbol—is at one and the same time translated onto the plane of prose and becomes a double-voiced word: in the space between the word and its object another's word, another's accent intrudes, a mantle of materiality is cast over the symbol (an operation of this sort would naturally result in a rather simple and primitive double-voiced structure).

An example of this simplest type of proliferation of the poetic symbol in Evgenij Onegin is the stanza on Lensky:


The poetic symbols of this stanza are organized simultaneously at two levels: the level of Lensky's lyrics themselves—in the semantic and expressive system of the "Göttigen Geist"—and on the level of Pushkin's speech, for whom the "Göttigen Geist" with its language and its poetics is merely an instantiation of the literary heteroglossia of the epoch, but one that is already becoming typical: a fresh tone, a fresh voice amid the multiple voices of literary language, literary world views and the life these world views regulate. Some other voices in this heteroglossia—of literature and of the real life contemporaneous with it—would be Onegin's Byronic-Chateaubriandesque language, the Richardsonian language and world of the provincial Tatiana, the down-to-earth rustic language spoken at the Larins' estate, the language and the world of Tatiana in Petersburg and other languages as well—including the indirect languages of the author—which undergo change in the course of the work. The whole of this heteroglossia (Evgenij Onegin is an encyclopedia of the styles and languages of the epoch) orchestrates the intentions of the author and is responsible for the authentically novelistic style of this work. Thus the images in the above-cited stanza, being ambiguous (metaphorical) poetic symbols serving Lensky's intentions in Lensky's belief system, become double-voiced prose symbols in the system of Pushkin's speech. These are, of course, authentic prose symbols, arising from the heteroglossia inherent in the epoch's evolving literary language, not a superficial, rhetorical parody or irony.

Such is the distinction between true double-voicedness in fic-

26. Alexei Alexandrovich Karenin had the habit of avoiding certain words and expressions connected with them. He made up double-voiced constructions outside any context, exclusively on the intonational plane: "Well, as you see, your devoted husband, as devoted as in the first year of marriage, is burning with impatience to see you," he said in his high-pitched voice and in the tone in which he almost always addressed her, a tone of desolation for anyone who could really talk like that" (Anna Karenina [New York: Signet, 1961] part 1, ch. 30, translation by David Magarshack).

27. We offer an analysis of this example in the essay "From the Prehistory of Novelistic Discourse" (cf. pp. 43-45 in the current volume).
tive practice, and the *single-voiced* double or multiple meaning that finds expression in the purely poetic symbol. The ambiguity of double-voiced discourse is internally dialogized, fraught with dialogue, and may in fact even give birth to dialogues comprising truly separate voices (but such dialogues are not dramatic, they are, rather, interminable prose dialogues). What is more, double-voicedness is never exhausted in these dialogues, it cannot be extracted fully from the discourse—not by a rational, logical comparison of the individual parts, nor by drawing distinctions between the various parts of a monologic unit of discourse (as happens in rhetoric), nor by a definite cut-off between the verbal exchange of a finite dialogue, such as occurs in the theater. Authentic double-voicedness, although it generates novelistic prose dialogues, is not exhausted in these dialogues and remains in the discourse in language, like a spring of dialogue that never runs dry—for the internal dialogism of discourse is something that inevitably accompanies the social, contradictory historical becoming of language.

If the central problem in poetic theory is the problem of the poetic symbol, then the central problem in prose theory is the problem of the double-voiced, internally dialogized word, in all its diverse types and variants.

For the novelist working in prose, the object is always entangled in someone else’s discourse about it, it is already presented with qualifications, an object of dispute that is conceptualized and evaluated variously, inseparable from the heteroglot social apperception of it. The novelist speaks of this “already qualified world” in a language that is heteroglot and internally dialogized. Thus both object and language are revealed to the novelist in their historical dimension, in the process of social and heteroglot becoming. For the novelist, there is no world outside his heteroglot perception—and there is no language outside his heteroglot intentions that stratify that world. Therefore, he has to have, even in the novel, that profound but transparent language (or more precisely, of languages) with its own world, unity of the sort one finds in the poetic image seems to have been born out of the poetic image seems to have sprung organically from it, to have been so also novelistic images seem to be grafted onto their own double-voiced language, pre-formed and pre-presented to the novelist in the inards of the distinctive multi-species language. In the novel, the “already bespoken quality” of the world is woven together with the “already uttered” quality of language, into the unitary concept of the world’s heteroglot becoming, in both social consciousness and language.

Even the poetic word (in the narrow sense) must break through its object, penetrate the alien word in which the object is entangled, it also encounters heteroglot language and must break through in order to create a unity and a pure intentionality which is neither given nor ready-made. But the trajectory of the poetic word toward its own object and toward the unity of language is a path along which the poetic word is continually encountering someone else’s word, and each takes new bearings from the other, the records of the passage remain in the slag of the creative process, which is then cleared away (as scaffolding is cleared away once construction is finished), so that the finished work may rise as unitary speech, one co-extensive with its object, if it were speech about an “Edenic” world. This single-voiced unity and unqualified directness that intentions possess in poetic discourse so crafted is purchased at the price of a certain contingency in poetic language.

If the art of poetry, as a utopian philosophy of genres, gives rise to the conception of a purely poetic, extrahistorical language, a language far removed from the petty rounds of everyday life, a language of the gods—then it must be said that the art of prose is close to a conception of languages as historically concrete and living things. The prose art presumes a deliberate feeling for the historical and social concreteness of living discourse, as well as its contingency; a feeling for its participation in historical becoming and social struggle, it deals with discourse that is still warm from struggle and hostility, as yet unresolved and still fraught with intentions and accents; prose art finds discourse in this objects it to the dynamic-unity of its own style.

The Speaking Person in the Novel

That social heteroglossia, the heteroglot sense of the society orchestrating a novelistic theme, either emerges as impersonal stylizations of generic, professional social languages—impersonal, but pregnant with the